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1. Introduction

Optical fiber sensors bring to measurement systems all the advantages offered by the optical
fiber technology. In particular, their low weight and small dimensions yield non-intrusive
capabilities while their immunity against electromagnetic interference leads to usefulness
in harsh environments. Among the various optical fiber sensor configurations, fiber Bragg
gratings (FBGs) are particularly interesting, especially thanks to their wavelength-encoded
response and their inherent multiplexing capability. They can be used to measure static
and dynamic perturbations such as temperature (Crunelle et al., 2009; Fernandez-Valdivielso
et al., 2002), mechanical strain (Han, 2009; Ho, 2002) and pressure (Sheng et al., 2004). Their
association with a sensitive layer converting themeasurand into a local stress or a temperature
elevation around the FBGs drastically increases the panel of applications.

Among others, gas sensing (Buric et al., 2007; Caucheteur et al., 2008), humidity
sensing (Kronenberg et al., 2002; Yeo et al., 2005), salinity (Lu et al., 2008; Men et al., 2008),
magnetic field (Davino et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2009) and pH monitoring (Corres et al., 2007)
have been recently reported. Based on a similar principle, the association of an absorbing
layer to a FBG can be realized for infrared (IR) radiation detection purposes as it has been
demonstrated in (Caucheteur, 2010; Renoirt, 2010; Yüksel, 2011). The authors adapted the
operating principle of a standard bolometer to the optical fiber in order to benefit from all the
advantages of the latter.

Such a configuration is particularly interesting for early fire detection over long
distances (Sivathanu, 1997). This kind of sensor presents significant advantages over smoke
and heat detectors as it can monitor a wide area and can respond in less than a few seconds.

This chapter describes a fibered bolometer based on a pair of FBGs. One is covered with an
IR-absorbing material while the other is uncoated and sheltered from the radiation in order to
be used as a reference. Both FBGs act the same way as for the classical bolometer. The useful
signal is the differential wavelength shift between the coated and the protected FBGs when
exposed to IR radiation.

The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. After a presentation of the usual existing
technologies for infrared detection, the sensing principle is presented. Section 4 is dedicated
to the sensor fabrication and the different designs, while section 5 presents the experimental
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results. In section 6, the modeling of the sensor is described for different configurations. The
experimental results are compared to the modeling and discussed. Finally, section 7 draws
some conclusions.

2. Existing systems

In this section, the main existing technologies for the infrared radiation detection are described
(Gaussorgues et al., 1996). In Table 1, existing technologies are classified following their type.
A short explanation of the working principle of each detector is given below.

Fig. 1. Summary of the usual systems for infrared radiation detection

Working principles of the different systems

- Thermal
– Thermocouple - thermopile: A thermopile converts thermal energy into electrical energy.

It is composed of several thermocouples usually connected in series or in parallel in
contact with an absorbingmaterial. Thermopiles do not generate a voltage proportional
to absolute temperature, but to a local temperature difference or temperature gradient.

– Bolometer: A bolometer measures the power of incident electromagnetic radiation via
the heating of an absorbingmaterial with a temperature-dependent electrical resistance.

– Pneumatic cell: Pneumatic cells are based on the measurement of the pressure variation
of a well-known mass of gas in a closed chamber. The radiation flux heats the sensitive
element inside the chamber, increasing the gas pressure which induces a deformation
of a membrane.
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Infrared Radiation Detection Using Fiber Bragg Grating 3

– Pyroelectric detector: Pyroelectric detectors are made of pyroelectric films absorbing the
radiation. For these materials, a temperature increase induces electrical charges at the
surface. The surface charge density is proportional to the temperature increase. The
charges are collected by electrodes transforming the temperature rise in an electric
signal. These sensors can only measure variations and not steady radiations. For
slowly changing radiation intensity, the pyroelectric film is periodically hidden by a
mask inducing a rapidly changing exposure to the radiation.

– Pyromagnetic detector: Pyromagnetic detectors use ferromagnetic materials with
permanent magnetization. The magnetization decreases with temperature and
becomes equal to zero at the Curie temperature. Below this temperature, a variation
of temperature induces a reversible variation of magnetization. The magnetization is
measured in a classical magnetic circuit.

- Quantum
– Photoconductive type: The observed signal is the conductivity increase of a crystal when

exposed to radiation. The absorption of radiation, if energetic enough (E > Egap of
the semiconductor), may induce the creation of electron-hole pairs. The free electrons
and holes participate to the current flow in the material when biased. The variation of
conductivity is measured using an external source of current.

– Photovoltaic type: Incident photons of the impinging radiation with sufficient energy
(E > Egap of the semiconductor) may be absorbed in the space charge zone of
a p-n junction causing the formation of electron-hole pairs. The electrons and
holes will migrate through the junction under the action of the junction field. The
resulting current through the junction is proportional to the intensity of the radiation.
Photovoltaic detectors behave as energy generators and can give a signal without
polarization.

– Photoemissive type: Incident photons of the impinging radiation with sufficient energy
may extract electrons from a solid due to the joint effects of incident photons and a
static polarization between the solid and a collecting electrode. The resulting current is
proportional to the intensity of the radiation.

– Quantum well type: This kind of detector consists in a stacking of materials between two
highly doped materials for the electron collection. A bias voltage is applied to bend
the energy bands. This is carried out at low temperature (typically 77K). Electrons are
trapped in the fundamental state. An incident radiation can induce a transition and
electrons go from emitter to collector, leading to a current that can be measured.

- Charge Coupled Devices
– InfraRed Charge Coupled Devices (IRCCD) : The basic principle of this kind of detector

is the following: radiation induces electric charges in a semiconductor. The amount
of charges is proportional to the intensity of the radiation. These charges are stored in
an isolator element playing the role of a capacitor (MOS structure). These structures
are placed in arrays. The generated charges are then transferred by an electric field
applied successively to the next similar element. Collection of all the charges on the
same array is made by a unique electrode and is treated as a video signal. A complete
device is composed of a large number of such arrays defining a 2 dimensional structure
consisting of pixels. This system is used for processing images.

All these systems give an electrical signal output and yield point detectionwhile the presented
system produces a purely optical signal and can provide quasi-distributed detection.
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3. Sensing principle

3.1 Basic principle

The emission spectrum of a hot source, for instance a fire, can be approximated by Planck’s
law giving the spectral radiance of a black body as a function of the wavelength for a given
temperature:

Bλ,T =
2hc2

λ5
1

e
hc

λkT − 1
(1)

where Bλ,T is the spectral radiance, h is Planck’s constant (6.62× 10−34 Js), c the speed of
light in vacuum, k the Boltzmann constant (1.38× 10−23 J/K) and T the absolute temperature
of the black body. Fig. 2a depicts the radiance spectrum obtained from Equation 1 for
different temperatures. To obtain a plot independent of the total radiance, each curve has
been normalized (at each temperature, values are divided by the maximum radiance for this
temperature). Therefore, it is easy to compare the effect of a higher temperature on the spectral
distribution.

Fig. 2. (a) Spectral radiance at different temperatures, (b) silica – CuO transmittance spectra.

On this graph, a maximum is observed at around 5 μm for 500 ◦C while the maximum is
observed at 2 μm for 1100 ◦C. A higher temperature has a narrower distribution centered on
a lower wavelength. The major part of the spectrum emitted by hot spots and fires lies in the
range from 0.8 μm to 15 μm.

Since silica absorbs part of the IR radiation, an uncoated FBG could be used as an IR sensor.
However, it will have aweak response because silica absorbs only for wavelengths longer than
4 μm. The transmittance spectrum of silica (thickness: 1 mm) is shown on Fig. 2b. Silica can be
seen as a low-pass filter inwavelength. Below 4 μm, silica is almost transparent (transmittance
is not equal to 100 % because part of the incident beam is reflected by the material) and
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very absorbing above 4 μm. It means that for high temperature sources the signal will be
underestimated. Therefore, in order to cover the whole wavelength range of the radiation and
to yield a sensitivity independent of the source temperature, an additional coating is needed
to absorb radiation at shorter wavelengths. The chosen coating is a layer of copper(II) oxide.
Copper(II) oxide is a black compound and is well-known for its good absorbing properties in
the near IR-domain (this material is used in solar panels). The transmittance spectrum for a
layer of 44 μm CuO encapsulated in a polymer is displayed in Fig. 2b.

3.2 Operating principle of FBGs sensors

Fiber Bragg gratings sensors are often used for temperature and strain
measurements (Othonos, 1999). A FBG is a periodic and permanent modulation of the
core refractive index along the fiber axis (Fig. 3). In its simplest form, it acts as a mirror,
selective in wavelength around a resonance wavelength given by the following relationship:

λB = 2Λneff (2)

where neff is the effective refractive index of the fiber core mode at the Bragg wavelength
and Λ the grating period. To obtain Bragg wavelengths centered in the telecommunication
window around 1.55 μm, the order of magnitude of Λ is 500 nm.

Fig. 3. Principle of a fiber Bragg grating.

Temperature and strain modify both neff and Λ and as a result, change the Bragg wavelength.
A specific packaging can be used to isolate the strain effect in a way that the sensor is
only sensitive to temperature. The average Bragg wavelength-shift at 1550 nm due to a
temperature change is about 10 pm/◦C. In the presented sensor configuration, a pair of
gratings is used, one coated and the other one protected from the outside radiation. The
temperature change is measured by the shift in the Bragg wavelengths. The wavelength of
the protected grating depends on the room temperature change while the wavelength of the
coated grating depends on the infrared radiation and the room temperature fluctuations. The
measurement of the differential shift between the two gratingwavelengths provides the signal
corresponding to the temperature rise due to the infrared radiation. Typical spectra for both
cases (with and without IR radiation) are sketched in Fig. 4.

The useful signal is the differential Bragg wavelength shift between the coated and the
protected gratings:

ΔλB = λB′2 − λB′1 − Δ (3)
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Fig. 4. Optical reflected spectra of a pair of gratings.

where Δ is the difference in Bragg wavelengths between the two gratings when there is no
radiation (Δ = λB2 − λB1).

3.3 Sensitivity

The sensitivity ΣT of the sensor is defined in terms of temperature rise for a given radiation
flux f :

ΣT =
ΔT

f
(4)

where ΔT is the difference between fiber and room temperature (◦C) and f the total infrared
flux on the sensor (W/m2). The sensitivity Σλ can also be defined in terms of wavelength shift
for a given heat flux and is then given by:

Σλ =
ΔλB

f
(5)

3.4 Sensitivity enhancement

The sensitivity for this sensor can be easily enhanced using a glass capillary around the coated
grating. It creates a greenhouse effect around the fiber and therefore, for a given radiation
power, the temperature rise is higher, resulting in an increased sensitivity. Indeed, infrared
radiation below 4 μm passes through the glass tube and are absorbed by the CuO-layer.
The CuO-coated fiber will reemit at lower wavelengths but this radiation is confined in the
capillary because glass absorbs radiation above 4 μm. As a result, the glass tube absorbs
radiation with wavelengths above 4 μm not only coming from the source but also from
the fiber. The glass tube exchanges heat with the coated grating by a radiation process
and increases the fiber temperature for a given radiating flux. It has a strong effect on the
sensitivity of the sensor.
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4. Sensor fabrication

4.1 Bragg grating and coating

The gratings were inscribed on a standard germanium-doped silica fiber according to classical
procedures. The two gratings were 10 cm separated, the reference grating was centered at
1528 nm and the coated grating at 1533 nm. The fiber was coated with a CuO loaded polymer
by dip coating followed by drying at 110 ◦C during 5 min and UV-curing for 30 s. Thismethod
gives a good absorbing layer (thickness: 44 μm) (Fig. 2b) with good adhesion on the fiber. The
polymer matrix leads to a thicker layer with a very short deposition time (< 5 min) compared
to other deposition processes (sputtering . . . ). Moreover the coating has a higher roughness,
decreasing reflection and as a consequence, increasing absorption.

4.2 Glass capillary and packaging

To improve the sensor response, a thin glass tube (outer diameter ≈ 1 mm) was put around
the CuO-coated FBG. To ensure good measurements and good performances, care was taken
to place the fiber perfectly in the center of the capillary. If the sensor would be in contact
with the capillary, a thermal bridge would be established between the capillary and the fiber,
considerably modifying the response of the sensor. A packaging is needed to protect the
uncoated grating from the outside radiation. It is fundamental to have a stable reference in
order to eliminate room temperature fluctuations. This packaging can be advantageously
tailored around the double FBG to improve the sensitivity (Fig. 5). The packaging is metallic
(aluminum) and acts as a mirror. Furthermore, by concentrating the radiation on the fiber, it
allows to reduce the minimal incident intensity which can be detected. Although the parabolic
shape is the best one to concentrate the radiation on the sensor, experiments have been done
with a circular aluminum tube. Aluminum is a good reflector for infrared radiation (for
wavelengths > 2 μm the reflectivity is greater than 97 % ); it isolates the second grating from
the outside infrared radiation and concentrates radiation on the copper oxide coated grating.
Figure 5 shows an example of such a packaging (aluminum tube of 20 mm outer diameter
and 17 mm inner diameter). A rectangular aperture is made to form a cylindrical mirror
(Fig. 5). As in the case of the glass tube, the aluminum tube diameter can be modified. A
larger tube can harvest and concentrate more radiation but the advantages (low weight, small
dimensions) of optical fiber are lost.

Fig. 5. Packaging made of an aluminum tube and the coated FBG inside the capillary tubing.
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5. Sensitivity measurements

5.1 Experimental set-up

In this section, the experimental set-up and the measurement processes are explained. Fig. 6
presents a sketch of the experimental set-up. An ASE (Amplified Spontaneous Emission)
source covering the C+L bands (1525 nm - 1610 nm) and an optical spectrum analyzer
(OSA) ANDO AQ6317C are used to collect the reflected spectrum of the double grating
configuration. The heat source is provided by a furnace (Edouard Defrance, inner volume
3.6 l (Troom-1100 ◦C)). In order to measure the incident flux, a radiant flux sensor (Captec
Enterprise, 10x10 mm2 , 0.438 μV/(W/m2)) was put close to the fiber. A simple way to
modify the incident power is to put the sensor at different distances from the heat source.
The infrared radiation flux decreases with the square of the distance to the source. The
temperature has also an important effect on the flux value. When increasing the furnace
temperature, the spectrum of the incident radiation is changed. From the reflected spectrum
measurement, the two Bragg wavelengths can be obtained.

The difference between both wavelengths is nearly proportional to the IR radiation absorbed
by the sensor. All the gratings were coated with copper oxide encapsulated into polymer
deposited on a length of 5 cm. Other parameters can significantly influence the sensitivity:
diameter and thickness of the capillary tubing and thickness of the copper oxide coating.
Modeling of the sensor surrounded by the glass capillary was carried out in order to
understand the complete mechanism of the sensor response and optimize it by changing
relevant parameters (see section 6). Another key point, for all experiments, is to ensure that
the FBG sensor is not strained. The strain can indeed vary with time, leading to a wrong
measurement of the resonance shift. FBGs sensors are very sensitive to strain. Therefore,
the sensor and capillary must be carefully designed to allow natural expansion of the fiber
without supplementary strain. For each measurement, the temperature of the furnace was
stabilized at the target value. The furnace door was opened and the measurement time was
between 15 and 45 s.

Fig. 6. Sketch of the experimental set-up.

5.2 Results

The following paragraph presents the experimental results conducted with three sensor
configurations: a CuO coated fiber, a fiber inserted into a glass capillary and finally, fiber
and capillary put in a reflecting packaging. In order to follow the influence of the source
temperature, the sensitivities were measured at 4 temperatures: 500, 700, 900 and 1100 ◦C.
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In the case of the first configuration (fiber without capillary), Fig. 7 shows the response (Bragg
wavelength shift) as a function of the incident flux when the furnace temperature is kept at
700 and 900 ◦C. The response is linear with the incident flux. The sensitivity at 700 ◦C is
about 8× 10−3 pm/(W/m2) which corresponds to 8× 10−4 ◦C/(W/m2). The resolution of
the OSA used for the experiments is 10 pm.

Fig. 7. Shift of the Bragg wavelength for a furnace temperature of 700 and 900 ◦C, without
capillary tubing on the grating.

Results at 500, 900 and 1100 ◦C are similar, with respectively a slope of 12× 10−3, 6× 10−3
and 4× 10−3 pm/(W/m2).

For the second configuration, with gratings surrounded by a glass capillary tube, the
sensitivity is, as expected, higher but the influence of the furnace temperature is still
substantial. Results for the grating covered with capillary tubing are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Shift of the Bragg wavelength for a fiber surrounded by a glass capillary for different
temperatures.
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Finally, in the case of the whole packaging (Fig. 9), the sensitivity Σλ decreases again when
the source temperature rises. At 500 ◦C, Σλ is around 0.11 pm/(W/m2) and is about
0.05 pm/(W/m2) at 1100 ◦C. The influence of the source temperature on the sensitivity can
be reduced by adding a CuO layer on the capillary tube itself.

For the sake of comparison, table 1 presents an overview of the results for the different tested
temperatures and sensor configurations.

10−3 pm/(W/2m) 500 ◦C 700 ◦C 900 ◦C 1100 ◦C
Without packaging 12 8 6 4
With capillary 50 31 25 20

Whole packaging 110 100 75 50

Table 1. Sensitivity for different furnace temperatures and sensors configurations

Fig. 9. Shift of the Bragg wavelength for different temperatures, with glass and aluminum
tubes.

The experimental results show that it is possible to achieve an IR detection system with a
good sensitivity with fiber Bragg gratings. For a given source temperature, the sensor shows
a linear behavior according to the flux intensity. However, the sensitivity of the sensor is
still influenced by the source temperature. The sensitivity of the sensor is higher at lower
temperature. The most important property in the perspective of early fire detection is a low
threshold for alarm. The threshold is in the range of the kW/m2.

The first two configurations described above are theoretically modeled in the next section.

6. Theoretical response of the sensor

Considering the fact that a grating has a temperature sensitivity of the order of 10 pm/◦C, it
is possible to compute and model the behavior of the sensor under a given infrared radiation
flux. Indeed, the temperature of the fiber under the infrared radiation and so the Bragg
wavelength resonance shift is the result of the balance between the thermal losses and incident
energy absorbed energy.
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Firstly, the simple case of a fiber covered with CuO without protection is discussed.

6.1 Case 1: fiber with absorbing coating alone

In Fig. 10, the different losses and energy fluxes are displayed in the case of a fiber without
protection. Let us consider L the length of the exposed zone of the fiber (L is typically a few
cm). The total energy absorbed by the section of length L (Φabs) is equal to the losses of the
same section due to convection (Φconv), radiation with the ambient (Φrad) and conductivity
along the fiber (Φcond). The temperature of the exposed section is supposed to be uniform. At
thermal equilibrium, the fiber will stabilize at a temperature higher than the room temperature
according to the following thermal balance (Equation 6):

Φabs = Φconv + Φrad + Φcond (6)

The positive contribution to the balance (Φabs) comes from the incident infrared flux of the hot
spot. The absorption properties of the materials constituting the sensor (which depend on the
wavelengths of the incident radiation) must be taken into account. The losses can be divided
into 3 parts:

• Φconv results from the exchanges with ambient air due to convection.

• Φrad comes from heat exchanges due to radiation between the fiber and the ambient.

• Φcond is due to thermal conduction along the axis of the fiber. This term is small compared
to the first two because thermal conductivity of silica is small.

All these terms depend on the temperature of the fiber.

Infrared Flux

Convection losses

Emission losses
Conduction losses 
through the fiber

Fig. 10. Thermal exchanges existing on the optical fiber.

As the diameter of the fiber is very small, it can be shown that there is no radial significant
gradient inside the fiber and the temperature is considered as uniform in the exposed zone.
Indeed, Biot’s number is defined by:

Bi =
K ·D
κsilica

(7)

where K is the exchange coefficient resulting from convection and radiation (typically
50 W/(m2K)), D is the diameter of the fiber including the coating (200 μm) and κsilica the
thermal conductivity of silica (≈ 1 W/(mK)). In our case, Biot’s number is approximately
equal to 10−2. For a solid in contact with a fluid and exchanging heat with the fluid, Biot’s
number represents the ratio of the heat transfer resistance through the solid and the heat
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transfer resistance through the surrounding fluid (Perry, 1984). When Biot’s number is small
(<0.1), it means that the main resistance is due to the exchange with the fluid and so the radial
temperature gradient in the solid can be neglected.

The different terms in Equation 6 are detailed in the following paragraphs.

6.1.1 Absorption of the fiber

The fraction of energy absorbed by the fiber and its coating is given by :

Φabs = KabsRsL f (8)

Kabs represents the global absorption coefficient. In practice, 0 ≤ Kabs ≤ 2. The case Kabs = 0
corresponds to a totally transparent material, while the case Kabs = 2 describes a completely
absorbed radiation, because the latter comes from one direction.

Rs is the radius of the fiber including the coating (in our case, Rs = R f + eCuO) where eCuO is
the thickness of the coating.

Kabs can be computed by a simple model using the Beer-Lambert law and assuming the
spectral intensity to follow Planck’s law. Transmission of the material is given by the
Beer-Lambert law:

Tλ =
Iλ
I0λ

= e−αλd (9)

where I0λ is the intensity of the radiation at wavelength λ, Iλ is the intensity transmitted
through the absorbing material, d is the distance travelled in the material and αλ is the
absorption coefficient that depends on the wavelength for a given material.

The fraction of absorbed energy after traveling a length d is given for each wavelength by :

Aλ = (1− Rλ)(1− e−αλd) (10)

with Rλ being the reflection coefficient of the material. The total absorbed energy is obtained
by integration over all wavelengths.

The optical properties of the absorbing material (CuO dispersed in a polymer matrix) were
experimentally determined by spectroscopy as it presents a complex behavior. For fused
silica, data from the literature (Desvignes (1991)) were used. From these data, the absorption
coefficients as a function of the wavelength were extracted (cf. Fig. 11 and 12).

To determine Kabs, the fiber is mathematically cut in slices (cf. Fig. 13) and Equation 10 is used
on each slice. Absorption of the coating and absorption of the fiber are then added.

Using Equation 10 for coating and fiber, the absorbed radiation is given by Equation 11 for the
portion of the coating/fiber between θ and θ + dθ. By integrating from −π/2 to +π/2, we
obtain the whole absorption of the fiber (Fig. 11).

Remark: As the absorption coefficient of the material is quite large, the secondary reflections
at the back are neglected in this model.

Φabs = R f L f
∫ λ=∞

λ=0

∫ θ= π
2

θ=− π
2

cos(θ)
fλ

f

(
e−αc

λe(θ)

[
1− e−2αv

λR f cos(θ) + (1− e−αc
λe(θ))e−2αv

λR f cos(θ)
]
+ 1− e−αc

λe(θ)
)
dλdθ (11)
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(a) Absorption (b) Reflection

Fig. 11. Optical coefficients of silica

Fig. 12. Absorption coefficient of CuO in its polymer matrix.

where

• αc
λ is the absorption coefficient of CuO

• αv
λ is the absorption coefficient of fused silica

• fλ is the incident spectral density and is proportional to Bλ,T given by Planck’s law (cf.
Equation 1)

• f is the total incident spectral density f =
∫ λ=∞

λ=0 fλdλ

• e(θ) is the effective thickness defined by:

e(θ) =
√
(R f + eCuO)2 − R2

f sin
2 θ − R2

f cos θ (12)

This equation represents the projection of the thickness of the coating for an angle θ. The
part H corresponding to the heads must be added.
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Fig. 13. Scheme for the computation of the fiber absorption.

If Rs = R f + eCuO and θ∗ = arcsin R f
Rs

H = 2Rs L
∫ λ=∞

λ=0

∫ θ= π
2

θ=θ∗

(
1− e−2αc

λRs cos θ
) fλ

f
cos θdθdλ (13)

The total absorption coefficient of the fiber becomes:

Kabs =
R f

Rs

∫ λ=∞

λ=0

∫ θ= π
2

θ=− π
2

cos(θ)
fλ

f(
e−αc

λ.e(θ)
[
1− e−2αv

λ.R f cos(θ) + (1− e−αc
λe(θ))e−2αv

λ.R f cos(θ)
]
+ 1− e−αc

λe(θ)
)
dλdθ

+ 2
∫ λ=∞

λ=0

∫ θ= π
2

θ=θ∗

(
1− e−2αc

λRs cos θ
) fλ

f
cos θdθdλ (14)

6.1.2 Convection losses

The fiber exchanges heat with the ambient air by a natural convection mechanism. The
convection losses are given by the classical Equation 15

Φconv = Kc2πRsL(T− Ta) (15)

where

• Kc is the exchange coefficient with the fluid around the fiber (here = air)

• Rs is the radius of the fiber with its coating

• L is the exposed length

• T is the temperature of the fiber (what is calculated)

• Ta is the ambient temperature
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Due to the cylindrical geometry of the problem, Kc is calculated using the adimensional
Nüsselt number defined by :

Nü =
KcD

κ
(16)

where

• D is the diameter of the fiber with its coating (D = 2Rs)

• κ is the thermal conductivity of the fluid (air here)

The Nüsselt number depends on the fluid properties (viscosity, thermal conductivity, density),
on the geometry and on the type of convection mechanism (natural or forced). In this case,
natural convection in air is considered and the fiber is a horizontal tube of diameter D at
uniform temperature in the considered zone. Under these conditions, the Nüsselt number is
given by (Churchill, 1983; Padet, 2005) :

Nü = ARan (17)

where A and n are two empirical parameters and Ra is the Rayleigh number. It is the product
of Grashof and Prandl numbers given by Equation 18 and Equation 19 respectively.

Gr =
gβD3ΔT

ν2
(18)

Pr =
ν

a
(19)

where

• g is the acceleration of gravity in m/s2

• β is the buoyancy coefficient (for perfect gases β = 1
T ) in K

−1

• ΔT is the temperature difference between the surface and the fluid in K

• a is the effusivity of air (= κ
ρC ) with κ the thermal conductivity in Wm−1K−1, ρ the density

in kg/m3 and C the specific heat in Jkg−1K−1

• ν is the cinematic viscosity in m2/s (νair = 1.2× 10−5 m2/s)

For gases, Pr is 0.7. Due to the fact that n is small, the Nüsselt number will not vary a lot in
the considered temperature range. In the range of fiber diameter used in this study, Nü ≈ 0.6.
The order of magnitude of Kc is 50 W/(m2K). Equation 17 is valid for 10−4 < Ra < 10−2.

Ra =
gβD3ΔT

aν
(20)

Replacing in Equation 17 the values of the physical constants for air taken at Ta = 20 ◦C, this
equation turns into Equation 21 in the range of diameters used in this study with A =1.02 and
n =0.148. As n is small, the temperature dependence on Nü is small and this coefficient is
almost constant and so is coefficient Kc.

Nü = A(108D3ΔT)n (21)
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6.1.3 Radiation losses

The radiation losses with the ambient are given by Equation 22

Φrad = ε2πRsLσ(T4 − T4a ) (22)

where

• Rs is the radius of the fiber with its coating

• ε is the emissivity of the surface of the material (here CuO or silica)

• σ is Stefan’s constant (according to Stefan’s law of emission of hot bodies, σ =
5.67× 10−8 W/(m2K4))

As the difference T − Ta is generally small, Equation 22 can be linearized

Φrad = ε2πRsLσ(T4 − T4a ) = Kr2πRsL(T − Ta) (23)

with

Kr = εσ
(T4 − T4a )
(T − Ta)

≈ 4εσT3a (24)

The order of magnitude for Kr is 8 W/(m2K).

6.1.4 Conduction losses

The losses due to the thermal conduction along the fiber are given by the following
relationship:

Φcond = Kl2πR2
s (T − Ta) (25)

Kl is a coefficient relative to the conduction through the fiber along its axis. The conduction
through the thin layer of absorbing material is neglected. Kl can be calculated by assuming
that the rest of the fiber behaves as 2 cylindrical winglets. The conductivity of silica is small
and this term has little influence on the computed result (Kl ≈ 65 W/(m2K)).

Now that the different terms are detailed, the temperature of the fiber at equilibrium can be
computed and by using equations 12 , 22 and 25, Equation 6 becomes:

KabsRsL f = Kr2πRsL(T− Ta) + Kc2πRsL(T− Ta) + Kl2πR2
s (T − Ta) (26)

Or dividing by Rs L
Kabs f = 2π(Kr + Kc + K′l) (T − Ta) (27)

with K′l = Kl
Rs
L (≈ 0.5 W/(m2K))

The sensitivity ΣT is then given by Equation 28

ΣT =
(T − Ta)

f
=

Kabs
2π(Kr + Kc + K′l)

(28)

Kabs may depend on the source temperature T if the absorption depends on the wavelength.
Notice that for large temperature variations (high radiation fluxes), Kc and Kr depend on
temperature (increase with temperature) and the sensitivity is no longer constant. As in the
ideal absorbing case Kabs = 2, this equation shows that the sensitivity depends essentially
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on the losses through the coefficients Kc, K′l and Kr. As the length of the exposed zone plays
only a role in the coefficient K′l which is small compared to the other coefficients, it may be
concluded that the length has very little influence on the sensitivity.

The model was compared to the experimental results. Figure 14 shows the calculated
results compared to the experimental values of the fiber coated with CuO for different
source temperatures. The model curve was obtained directly from the physical and spectral
properties of the materials. The parameters used in the model are listed in table 2.

Absorption coefficient of CuO coating αCuO(λ) =
1.5×108e−0.038λ

1000+(eλ)0.5

Absorption coefficient of fused silica αv(λ) =
105

1+e−1.8(λ−7)

Reflection coefficient of fused silica Rv(λ) = 0.06+ 0.8 e−
(7−λ)2

0.8

Thermal conductivity of air κair = 0.024+ 7× 10−5(Ta − 273.15)

Emissivity of CuO coating εCuO = 0.78

Emissivity of glass εglass = 0.94

Radius of the fiber R f = 62.5 μm

Thickness of CuO coating eCuO = 40 μm

Room temperature Ta = 293 K

Nüsselt number Nü = 1.02 (8× 108R3
s ΔT)0.148

ΔT used for the Rayleigh number ΔT = 1 K

Conductivity along the fiber Kl = 65 W/(m2K)

Exposed length L = 1 cm

Table 2. Table of parameters injected into the model

The obtained results confirm that the model fits reasonably well with the experimental data.
Small discrepancies are attributed to the fact that, during the measurements, the source
temperature varies with ± 5 ◦C and the sensitivity of the sensor is measured with ± 5 %
relative error.

6.2 Case 2: fiber with absorbing coating and capillary

As explained in section 4, the sensitivity of the sensor can be improved by protecting the
fiber with a glass capillary. This case can be modeled and the model is explained in the next
paragraph.

The structure is schematically represented in Figure 15.

The fiber and the capillary may both be covered with an absorbing coating or not. The system
is more complicated and different energy exchanges take place through 3 surfaces:

• surface 1 (S1) of the fiber covered with the absorbing coating at temperature T1
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Fig. 14. Sensitivity ΣT of the bolometer for different source temperatures (solid line = model,
dots = experimental results).

Fig. 15. Scheme of the fiber with a capillary.

• surface 2 (S2) at temperature T2 inside surface of the capillary

• surface 3 (S3) at temperature T3 in contact with ambient air

Surface 1 will be the reference surface for the calculations (R1 = R f + ecoating).

The thickness of the capillary is small and the temperature gradient between the walls is weak,
thus it is assumed that T2 = T3.

Again, as developed in the previous paragraph, considering L the length of the exposed zone
of the fiber, the energy balance of the various elements of the sensor can be computed.

For S1, the balance between the different energy fluxes can be expressed (Equation 29):

Φ f
abs = Φr12 + Φc12 + Φlong (29)

• Φ f
abs is the absorbed energy after partial absorption by the fiber of the incident radiation

through the capillary
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• Φr12 is the exchange (loss) by radiation with surface S2
• Φc12 is the heat transfer by conduction through the filling gas with S2
• Φlong is the heat transfer by conduction along the fiber

For S2, heat is exchanged by radiation with S1 and by conduction through the filling gas. The
heat is transferred by thermal conduction through the capillary to S3.

Φc23 = Φr12 + Φc12 (30)

• Φc23 is the heat transfer by conduction through the capillary with S2
For S3, the outer surface of the capillary, the energy balance may be expressed by Equation 31:

Φloss = Φc23 + Φc
abs (31)

• Φc
abs is the partial absorption of the incident flux by the capillary

• Φloss represents the losses with the ambient (conduction along the capillary is neglected)
Φloss = Φconvext + Φradext

Then
Φloss = Φr12 + Φc

abs + Φc12 (32)

6.2.1 Absorption

The absorbed energy by the fiber of the transmitted radiation through the capillary is given
by Eq. 33.

Φ f
abs = TcK f

absR1 f L (33)

where Tc is the mean transmission coefficient of the capillary K f
abs is computed in the same

way as explained in the first case but absorption of the capillary is taken into account now

TcK f
abs =

1
f

∫ λ=∞

λ=0

∫ θ= π
2

θ=− π
2

(1− Rv
λ) f ′λ(1− e−2αv

λe(θ))

√
1−

(R f

R3

)2

sin2 θdθdλ

+ 2
∫ λ=∞

λ=0

∫ θ= π
2

θ=θ∗

(
1− e(−2αλR3 cos θ)

)
f ′λ cos θdθdλ (34)

where f ′λ = Tλ. fλ with

Tλ =
(1− Rλ)e−(αc

λeCuO+αv
λecapillary)

1− R2
λe
−(αc

λeCuO+αv
λecapillary)

(35)

with ecapillary =
outer diameter−inner diameter

2 and θ∗ = arcsin R2
R3
.

The curvature of the capillary is neglected because the fiber diameter is small in comparison
with the capillary dimension.

In equation 35, Rλ ≈ 0 because the roughness of the CuO coating used is high. Kc
abs is obtained

using Equation 36

Kc
abs =

R3

R1

1
f

∫ λ=∞

λ=0

∫ θ= π
2

θ=− π
2

(1− Rv
λ) fλ(1− e−2αv

λe(θ))

√
1− R2

R3

2
sin2 θdθdλ

+ 2
∫ λ=∞

λ=0

∫ θ= π
2

θ=θ∗

(
1− e(−2αc

λR3 cos θ)
)

fλ cos θdθdλ (36)
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6.2.2 Convection losses with the ambient

The capillary exchanges heat with the ambient air by a convection mechanism like already
presented before. The losses are expressed by Equation 37.

Φconvext = Kcext2πR3L(T3 − Ta) (37)

This term has the same meaning as in the first case and Kcext is the exchange coefficient to be
calculated with Nü using radius equal to R3.

6.2.3 Radiation losses with the ambient

The radiation losses with the ambient can be calculated as in the first case following relation 38

Φradext = Krext2πR3L(T3 − Ta) (38)

with

Krext = εσ
(T4 − T4a )
(T− Ta)

≈ 4ε.σT3a (39)

This term has the same meaning as before and Krext is the exchange coefficient to be calculated
with radius = R3 and ε = 0.78 for CuO or 0.94 for glass.

6.2.4 Conduction losses along the fiber

This term is the same as in the first case without the glass capillary (Eq. 25).

6.2.5 Exchange by radiation between 1 and 2

Surface 1 exchanges heat by radiation with surface 2. The heat exchange between surface 1
and surface 2 is given by

Φr12 = Kr122πR1L(T1 − T2) (40)

Kr12 is given by the classical formula for radiation heat exchange between two coaxial
cylinders

Φr12 =
2πR1L4σ(T41 − T42 )

1
ε1

+
ρ2
ε2

(
R1
R2

)2 (41)

or

Φr12
∼= 2πR1L4σT31 (T1 − T2)

1
ε1

+
ρ2
ε2

(
R1
R2

)2 (42)

where ε1 = εCuO and ε2 = εglass and

Kr12 =
4σT31

1
ε1
+

ρ2
ε2

(
R1
R2

)2 (43)
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6.2.6 Exchange by conduction between 1 and 2

Surfaces 1 and 2 exchange heat through the filling gas. As the gap between the fiber and the
capillary is small, no natural convection takes place and the heat transfer is a pure conductivity
phenomenon. The conduction through the air layer is given by the classical relationship
corresponding to the cylindrical geometry of the transfer:

Φc12 =
2πκL

ln
(

R2
R1

) (T1 − T2) (44)

where κ is the thermal conductivity of air.

Or
Φc12 = Kc122πR1L(T1 − T2) (45)

with Kc12 =
κ

R1 ln
R2
R1

Using Equations 29 and 31 and assuming T2 = T3, the following system of equations can be
obtained:

K f
absR1LTc f = Kr122πR1L(T1 − T2) + Kc122πR1L(T1 − T2) + Kl2πR2

f (T1 − Ta)

Kc
absR3L f + Kr122πR1L(T1 − T2) + Kc122πR1L(T1 − T2) = 2πR3L(Kcext + Krext)(T3 − Ta)

(46)

The solution of this system of equations gives the temperature of the fiber T1 and from this,
the sensitivity ΣT can be calculated:

ΣT =
(T1 − Ta)

f

=

[
(Kr12 + Kc12)

R1
R3

+ (Kcext + Krext)
]

TcK f
abs + (Kr12 + Kc12)K

c
abs

2π
[
(Kr12 + Kc12)

R1
R3

+ (Kcext + Krext)
]
(Kr12 + Kc12 + K′l)− 2π R1

R3
(Kr12 + Kc12)

2
(47)

As K′l can be neglected, equation 47 becomes :

ΣT =

[
R1
R3

+
(Kcext+Krext )

(Kr12+Kc12 )

]
TK f

abs + Kc
abs

2π(Kcext + Krext )
(48)

Again, it is clearly put in evidence that the sensitivity depends essentially on the losses of the
capillarywith the ambient, the diameter of the fiber is of little importance. Themost important
parameter is the diameter of the capillary.

This model can now be confronted with experimental results. Fig. 16 and 17 show the
comparison of the model and experimental data for different source temperatures and
different capillary diameters. The values of the different parameters are given in table 2.

Fiber protected by a capillary

The fiber is coated with CuO (44 μm) and surrounded by a glass capillary. The influence of
the capillary diameter was experimentally tested and modeled as shown in Fig.16. The dots
are the experimental points.
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(a) Capillary 1 outer: 635 - inner: 560 μm (b) Capillary 2 outer: 950 - inner: 750 μm

(c) Capillary 3 outer: 1900 - inner: 1660 μm

Fig. 16. Influence of the source temperature on the sensitivity of the sensor for a different
capillary diameters.

Despite of the simplifications, the model predicts well the behavior of the sensor. These results
show that the diameter of the capillary has a strong influence on the sensitivity of the system.
In the following paragraph, the theoretical evolution of the sensor sensitivity as a function of
the capillary diameter will be presented.

Fiber protected by a capillary covered with CuO.

Fig. 17 shows the result of the modelling for the case when the capillary is covered with CuO.
The dots are the experimental points.

In fact, as the dimensions remain small, the exchanges between the capillary and the sensing
fiber are very good and, as a consequence, the temperature at the surface of the fiber is close
to the one at the surface of the capillary. The system behaves as if the diameter of the fiber
was increased. The consequence is then a decrease in the convection losses (Kc decreases with
increasing diameter) and thus an increase in sensitivity.
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Fig. 17. Influence of the source temperature on the sensitivity of the sensor for a fiber
protected by a capillary coated with CuO (diameter outer: 635 - inner: 560 μm).

6.3 Limit cases

The model can be predictively used to study the influence of some important parameters and
limit cases. If the coating is perfectly absorbing, the sensitivity does not depend on the source
temperature as it can be seen in Figure 18. In this example, the outer diameter of the capillary
is 1000 μm and inner diameter 800 μm. Thickness of the CuO layer is equal to 80 μm.

Fig. 18. Simulation of the source temperature dependence when the coating is perfectly
absorbing.

The sensitivity is of the order of 9× 10−3 ◦C/(W/m2). As explained before, the outer
diameter of the capillary is an important parameter. Fig. 19 shows the influence of the capillary
diameter when the absorption is complete. The thickness of the capillary is kept at 200 μm.
The point for diameter = 0 means the fiber without capillary.

As expected, the increase of the diameter increases the sensitivity until a saturation is reached.
It can be seen that using a capillary thicker than 5 mm is not interesting because the sensitivity
is not substantially increased and the sensor becomes cumbersome which precisely reduces
the advantage of using a fiber. The maximum sensitivity ΣT is about 2.5× 10−2 ◦C/(W/m2)
or expressed in Bragg wavelength shift Σλ = 0.25 pm/(W/m2). This sensitivity is the
maximum that could be reasonably expected for a sensor without concentrating packaging.
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Fig. 19. Simulation of the capillary diameter dependence when the coating is perfectly
absorbing.

7. Conclusions

In this chapter, a simple IR detection system with a pair of fiber Bragg gratings based on the
working principle of the bolometer has been described. The sensor shows a linear behavior
according to the flux intensity, a good sensitivity and a short response time (estimated to be
less than 1 s). The behavior of the sensor and its different configurations can be modeled and
the predictions fit well the experimental results.

This kind of sensor possesses all the advantages of the optical fiber sensors : low weight,
small size, immunity to electromagnetic interferences and remote operation. Indeed,
quasi-distributed measurements based on this system can be made without difficulty using
classical techniques (cascaded gratings, reflectometric techniques,...). The deposition method
used here to coat the grating (encapsulation in a polymer matrix) requires only a fewminutes,
is cheap, and easily scaled up for mass production, which is important for commercial use of
this device.

One of the most important applications would be in the perspective of early fire detection.
The simple design presented above is sufficient for the detection of car fires in tunnels because
the combustion of hydrocarbons and polymers releases hundreds of kW/m2 of heat and this
sensor can easily detect a few kW/m2. With dedicated packaging and a good equipment
for the measurement of the Bragg wavelength, a lower threshold can be achieved. The
temperature dependence can be explained by a non-uniform absorption on the whole infrared
wavelength range. Considering emission spectra, it can be deduced that silica contributes a lot
to the absorption at low temperature while copper oxide is not as efficient as expected for the
wavelengths below 4 μmand so the absorption is not complete. Themodel shows that a better
sensitivity and a lower temperature dependence can be achieved using a better absorbing
layer (increasing the thickness for example). A second observation is that the shielding with a
capillary tube is very efficient (sensor sensitivity enhanced by 5 to 8 times). A glass capillary
also reduces the sensitivity to air streams. Finally, the packaging increases the shift of the
Bragg wavelength by a factor of 2 to 3. This simple packaging is cylindric (simple commercial
tube cover with aluminium) and is not optimal. Using a parabolic shape should result in a
better focalization and, as a consequence, a still higher sensitivity.
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